TILE & HARDWOOD

FLOORING UNDERLAYMENT
AQUABAR “B”
UNDERLAYMENT
Ideal for wood flooring and tile applications!
When you block moisture vapor from creeping behind finish
materials or reaching moisture-senesitiive substrates, you help
increase the useful life and appreance of finish surfaces.
With a moisture vapor permeance of less than 1, Aquabar “B” is
a superior vapor retarder under wood flooring applications.
Aquabar “B” helps slow moisture vapor originating below the
floor system, allowing the wood flooring to acclimate gradually.
By reducing the rate of moisture migration, Aquabar “B” protects
against moisture vapor relationed to floor problems such as
buckling, cupping or cracking. As A semi-permeable material,
Aquabar “B” is much less likely than common poly film to trap
moisture condensation between it and the sub-floor. Aquabar
“B” also acts as a “slip sheet” to minimize dust and reduce
moise.
Aquabar “B” is also suitable in interior tile or stone applications
as a moisture retardent membrane )or cleavege membrane) on
walls, coutertops, or residential showers for use behind cement
backer units. It is also suitable for use as a cleavge membrane
in mortar bed applications over wood or concrete substrates.
Aquabar “B” reduces the potiential for and extent of damage
caused by moisture vapor migration in tile installations.

SIZE & WEIGHT

Aquabar “B” is supplied in 36” wide by 167’ lineal feet (500
sq ft) and 334’ lineal feet (1000 sq ft) rolls; product weight is
approximately 3 lbs/100 sq ft.

INSTALLATION

Cut Aquabar “B” to length and position over substrate as
needed for proper coverage. It may be applied to wall framing
either horizontally (best method) or vertically.

Aquabar “B” is often considered to be cleaner and easier to
work with than other materials, such as roofing felt and poly
firm. Because it is an effective moisture vapor retarder, Aquabar
“B” reduces vapor migration to help protect wood floors, tile
substrates, and floor and wall cavitites from the damaging effects
of moisture.
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